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Not particularly effective for IO tuna fisheries!

CPUE flat over space High movement rates

Catch per FOB set Mark-recapture displacement distances
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Dynamic MPAs o�en
highly effective

30% closure yields
57% bycatch reduction
with little lost catch

But tuna purse seine
fisheries still
problematic

Catch-bycatch
covariability

Bycatch difficult to
predict
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environmental mitigation for
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Consequences of a dFAD ban
PS dominates skipjack
catch

Significant expansion
of other fisheries not
realistic

Benefit of reduced
juvenile YFT catch?

Ban likely to reduce
total PS tuna catch

Increase pressure on
other protein sources
that are less desirable
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Not really a precise dFAD management tool

Potentially redundant of catch limits, dFAD deployment limits, which are more precise
tools if they can be implemented

But we can make some pretty reasonable hypotheses about what their impacts would
be
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time. Some speculative observations:

Race to fish - can you reach the quota before running out of fishing time?

For French fleet it is potentially possible by changing behavior to become more “like”
the Spanish fleet

Spanish fleet has higher catch per set and more sets per day

Economic analysis by Patrice Guillotreau indicates Spanish vessels/companies put
more money in to get more money out with profit margins remaining similar

Unintended consequences:

All dFADs in water will be lost ⇒ increased strandings, loss (Imzilen et al. 2022)

Economic and employment instability for fishers, canneries and exporters

Changing fishing license revenues due to seasonality
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Potentially effective for many fisheries

Bycatch forecasting key

Not particularly effective for PS

DFAD solutions
dFAD fishing has both pros & cons

Management solutions exist

A ban would likely have unintended
consequences

Longer temporal closures may reduce
fishing effort, but at price of race to fish
and increased dFAD loss…




